
 
 

 

Patient Information 

Contrast Enhanced Mammogram (CEM) 

 
 
What is a Contrast Enhanced Mammogram? 
CEM is a 3D mammogram (tomosynthesis) with the addition of contrast dye containing iodine, the same as the dye used 

in CT. The dye makes it easier to find new blood vessels that develop when cancers grow.  

Your doctor may recommend a contrast enhanced mammogram in the following circumstances: 

➢ If you are at medium risk of developing breast cancer  

➢ If you have dense breast tissue which limits the visibility of cancer on a mammogram 

➢ If you have a breast lump 

➢ Before breast cancer surgery for women who cannot have MRI 

➢ Follow up imaging after treatment of breast cancer 

➢ Personal choice. You may choose to undergo breast imaging assessment in this way, following discussion with your 

doctor. 

 

Preparation  
Patients are required to fast for two hours prior to the examination. Please continue to drink water and take your normal 

medication during this period as necessary. Patients who have poor kidney function (renal impairment) or are taking 

Metformin for diabetes will require a recent blood test, the results of which will help the radiologist to determine if x-ray 

contrast can be given. It is important to contact us and let us know if you have a known allergy to X-ray/CT Contrast dye 

prior to the appointment.   

How long will it take?  
The procedure takes approximately 30 minutes. 

 

What to expect 
Upon arrival, you’ll be asked to change into a gown. A small intravenous line is placed in the arm and Iodine dye is 

injected. After allowing 2 minutes for the dye to flow into the breast, images are acquired like a normal mammogram. 

Compression needed is the same as for a normal mammogram. It takes 10 minutes to prepare for the dye portion of the 

test and another 10 minutes to acquire images. It is very important to remain as still as possible, so we can obtain the 

clearest possible images.  

CEM involves slightly more radiation than the normal mammogram. It is the equivalent of having 5 images taken instead 

of usual 4 with normal mammogram. 

After Your Examination 
Your CEM will undergo processing and a detailed report will be prepared for your referring doctor. This will usually be 

done within 2 business days. Some CEM findings may need further evaluation with ultrasound/biopsy or sometimes MRI. 

 

Possible Side-Effects and Complications  
As you are having an injection of iodinated contrast, you may experience a sensation of warmth and a strange taste. These 

usually go away within a few minutes. In rare cases, some people may be allergic to the iodinated contrast. If you have any 

concerns, please contact the department and speak with one of our staff. 

 

Questions? 
You will be given the opportunity to ask any questions of the technicians at the time of your procedure, however if you have 

any queries prior to the appointment, please feel free to contact our breast team by phone or email – 02 8350 5098 or 

breast@nsrnm.com.au. 

If you have any questions regarding why the CEM has been requested, these should be directed to your specialist or the 

doctor looking after you.  We are happy to re-schedule your booking so you can discuss it with your doctor.  


